
WANT TO HEAR FROM OTHER CHURCHES ABOUT VBS 
 
Hey guys, 
 
I had a meeting last night with my Children’s Ministry Team and we are just lost and divided on 
what to do as we get closer to summer and VBS. One of my team members curious what other 
churches in our conference are doing. I told them I would be more than happy to reach out to 
you guys for any feedback you are willing to share. 
 
Our big question is about VBS, and what other churches are doing or plan on doing? How is 
your church moving towards that time right now? 
 
I appreciate any feedback you can share at this time. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Sent from my iPhone  

Hi friend, 
 
It's a blessing and so uplifting to hear from you. We are a connection right?! 
 
As far as VBS, we are still up in the air. I will say for sure that it will not look the same for us this 
year that it has in the past. We are currently scheduled to have VBS morning and evening 
sessions the week of June 15-19. We have around 300 kids and around 100 volunteers 
normally. That will not be what it is this year for several reasons.  
 

1. We haven't had the opportunities to plan and prepare for a large scale VBS like we 
normally do so we are behind in planning. 

2. For some reason, I procrastinated in ordering most VBS supplies and materials (other 
than starter kit) and I have not already spent the money. 

3. Giving is down so financially we need to cut some expenses. 
4. I am thinking people will not be ready to gather in such a large and close capacity that 

early in June. 
 
So how will it look different? We're going to downsize to a 3-day event in the evening only. This 
will cause our numbers to go down (most people prefer the morning session) but that's OK this 
year. It will be less expensive this way and less crowded. 
 
We're going to save the Knights of the North Castle theme for next year when we can go back 
to our large-scale format, God willing. When we have this 3-day event it will be our own design. 
We're going to go with a Jonah Bible story series and theme.  
 



When will we have it? That's the big question. I just don't know and can't say yet. The camps 
have not announced how their summers will look yet and that plays a big role in what I decide. 
Also, if annual conference is postponed, that will also make a difference. If 3000 people can 
gather the 2nd week of June, that's a good indicator that it's ok for me to have my little 3-day 
event the 3rd week of June. If we can't gather 3000 people in early June, then I probably 
shouldn't gather a couple hundred then either. So all that is to say, I don't know when I'll have 
VBS. And I fully recognize that there's a chance I won't get to have it at all this year. I'm 
prepared for that disappointment as well. 
 
I hope this gives you some insight as to where we stand up here in Florence. 
 
God bless! 
 

Our VBS is not until the last week of July. I have not had a children’s ministry meeting but 
after talking to a couple of committee members, we are not ready to make a decision until at 
least the end of May. We all agree that in our area, an online VBS would not be well received. I 
am no help right now as we are completely playing it by ear and praying. 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 

Hi everyone! We have not made a final decision about VBS yet. However, our tentative plan 
is to postpone our June VBS (we usually have 300-400 kids) to a weekend VBS event in August. 
We are hoping that it would be safer to gather together by then, but again...this is all tentative 
at this point. 
 

We haven’t made a decision yet. However, since our VBS takes us into places like the 
nursing home and Ronald McDonald house, I definitely don’t feel comfortable doing that...even 
in June.  
 
I have a feeling that our people are going to be seeking connection once we’re able to gather 
again. So we are beginning to explore options for that, as well as how we can connect to the 
community in safe and meaningful ways.  
 
I think we’re all in the same boat. 

We are up in the air as well. 
 
One suggestion might be that we send content to homes for summer night family Bible 
exploration.  What I am starting to see is more parent ownership in being the spiritual leaders 
of their families. Maybe by then, we will see where this might work if we can’t meet for VBS.  
 
One suggestion to begin trying to reach out NOW is to start a parenting online group that 
encourages your current parents to invite a family friend to. We have two families that have 



been on the edge forever who are now diving in, as they are hungry. Have light topics but 
enriching, let parents laugh and share ideas, and vent with Gods hope and truth, (no downloads 
or minimal ones) parents are overloaded with home school (at least in our county).  If it’s not a 
parent (mom or dad group) maybe it’s a moms’ support group that begins to form. 
 
Or empower your current families to help recruit for mailing addresses. But a prior opportunity 
with our church that we care about where they are now, might make it a possibility that they 
would do the stuff with their kids?? 
 
Maybe by summer, if we are still separated, we would have access to some new homes to send 
stuff to.  
 
Sent stuff shouldn’t be elaborate, but enriching and has a component that requires them to 
report back to the larger group as a family.  Example: at the end of the 2 or 3 day event have 
family Zoom time and show off what they learned or the video they made or still pics that they 
had to do as part of the lesson could be shown at a VBS Zoom party or just to friends that want 
to FaceTime  or have them email pics to make a video to put unlisted from your church on 
YouTube.   
 
We have a parent group that meets regularly but hasn’t been good for bringing parents outside 
of church. but a lot has changed with people feeling isolated. 
 
I will let you know how well the first online one is attended. 
 
Great to connect! 
 
 


